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Introduction

This submission/proposal is to present a poster and demo at the Multidisciplinary Symposium on Reinforcement Learning (2009).  Our display would be very similar to the one presented as a demo at the Neural Information Processing System (NIPS) conference in December 2008.

Below is an updated summary (with differences between the NIPS and proposed MSRL demos indicated explicitly).

Poster/Demo Proposal

We will demonstrate a suite of software and robotics projects for reinforcement learning (RL) that have been in development for several years in Dr. Richard Sutton’s group at the University of Alberta.  Specifically, the projects that we intend to showcase are: RL-Glue interface, RL-Viz experimentation platform, RL-Library, RL-Competition, and the CritterBot robotic platform.

The Demo Aspect

The demo will have two parts.  The first will involve the physical CritterBot robot performing some learning task on the floor at the poster session.  At NIPS the robot was remote controlled, at MSRL it will be acting autonomously for at least part of the session.  The CritterBot aspect of the demo will likely be shared between other presenters that are submitting more specific CritterBot proposals.  We'll leave it to them to worry about the details.

The Poster Aspect

The poster will illustrate how these projects work together to support researchers in the reinforcement learning community to advance our field. Here is an overview of the actual content:

----------------------------------------
--- Poster Content Starts Here ---
----------------------------------------

RL-Glue

RL-Glue is a standard, open source system for implementing and evaluating reinforcement learning experiments. RL-Glue is composed of three components:  

	agent program: decision maker and learning algorithm
	environment program: the task (observations, transitions and rewards)
	experiment program: runs the learning experiment and processes results

These components can be written in C/C++, Java, Python, Lisp, Matlab and can be run on a single machine or over the Internet.

What’s the Problem?

Typically, individuals in the reinforcement learning community use their own interface and software framework for evaluating learning methods.

These incompatible frameworks make it difficult to share code, collaborate, and compare results with others.

RL-Glue’s core competency is to standardize learning experiments, but the architecture is capable of much more ....

Note for Miranda: We’ve included an updated RL-Glue graphics in PDF format.  Maybe it would look good as black text on white boxes instead of white text on black boxes?  Up to you.

Floating Elements on the poster about "what you can do with RL-Glue"

Teach a Class
RL-Glue is well tested and easy to use!  Instructors can save time developing and debugging assignments and projects.  Students can exploit the existing agents and environments in the RL-Library!    Courses can produce new agents and environments for the community, as well as specific teaching packages that demonstrate the important issues in reinforcement learning!

Communicate with Existing Systems
The flexible nature of RL-Glue makes easy to introduce reinforcement learning to existing software and hardware systems that were not designed with reinforcement learning in mind. These systems might range from an Atari emulator to a physical industrial process.

Create a Database of Results
The standardization of RL-Glue makes it possible to create large databases of experimental results.  The community could download and extend these experiments for comparing new algorithms to existing results in the literature. 
Add Support for Your Favorite Language
RL-Glue can be easily extended by writing network codecs for your favorite programming language.  Write a codec for agents, environments, experiments, or all three!

It’s about time for the Ruby, R, Scheme,  C#, INSERT_LANGUAGE_HERE community to get all the benefits of RL-Glue!

Promote Challenge Problems
RL-Glue supports many popular programming languages and computing platforms, making it an obvious choice for creating challenge problems that are accessible to the entire community.


RL-Viz

RL-Viz adds interactive capabilities to RL-Glue by layering a higher level protocol over the RL-Glue agent/environment messaging system.

Dynamic Loading
- Expose agent/environment parameters at run time
- Choose agent/environment combination at run time
- Cancel experiment, change parameters, run another experiment 

Visualization
- Simple, component based system
- Write Java classes to draw each part of the visualization
- Use information from the observations/actions
- Get information by exchanging messages with agent/environment

How It Works
Extends RL-Glue by layering the RL-Viz protocol over the open-ended RL-Gue messaging system.  This means that RL-Viz compatible environments and agents can be used in regular RL-Glue experiments.

Although currently implemented in Java, other languages can benefit from RL-Viz by implementing the appropriate parts of the RL-Viz protocol.

Cool things you could do
- Visualize performance in real time
- Set agent parameters (learning rates, etc) at run time
- Dynamically change an environment (add walls to a grid world)
- More!

RL-Library

RL-Library is a public repository of open source RL-Glue compatible agents, environments, experiments, and tools.  RL-Library is maintained by the community, for the community.  It is probably the most important resource that has been enabled by RL-Glue.

RL-Library Enables
Public access to a variety of learning methods, challenge problems, classic problems
- Verification and reproduction of established results
Establishment of standardized versions of problems and benchmarks
Sharing of agents, reducing the barriers to access state of the art methods

In the Library
Mountain Car
Acrobot
Cart Pole
Tetris
Cat and Mouse
Simulated Helicopter Control
Simulated Octopus Arm
Continuous Soft-Obstacle Grid World
Random agent that works on any problem
Manual Control agent
More coming soon!

Why should you add to the library?
- Raise the profile of your work
Promote re-use of your agents and environments
Source of external validation of your results
- People may extend your work in ways you never expected!

Strengthening the community
The RL-Library strengthens the entire community by reducing the infrastructure and programming requirements for reproducing, evaluating, and extending existing work in reinforcement learning.  

RL-Competition

The RL-Competition is the annual competition that invites the reinforcement learning community to test their agents on a variety of challenging reinforcement learning problems.  The software and environments used for the RL-Competition are built directly on top of RL-Glue, RL-Library, and RL-Viz.

The 2008 competition had over 200 registered teams, with over 20 teams that completed final test runs.  Events included: Mountain Car, Tetris, Polyathlon, Helicopter Control, Real Time Strategy Game, and Keepaway Soccer.

Critter Bot

The CritterBot is an ongoing project at the University of Alberta whose goal is to challenge, direct, and inspire the research on grounded artificial intelligence through the development of a special robot platform.

This robot is small and mobile. It is outfitted with an unusually rich set of simple sensors, including sensors for touch, heat, motion, sound, vision, light, proximity, and detailed motor state. It is designed for life-long learning, eventually running 24 hours a day and constantly learning and exploring.

In addition to the hardware platform there is a simulator and complete log files of the robot's sensory data.  The complete hardware design will also be open sourced.  These provide access points to external research groups.

CritterBot and RL-Glue
- Through RL-Glue compatibility, existing reinforcement learning methods can be easily applied to the CritterBot
RL-Glue provides a simple and familiar interface to this inherently complex robotic platform
Using RL-Glue codecs, development can be done in any language
The simulator will be open source and publicly available in the RL-Library, providing collaboration potential on CritterBot research challenges
Simulator and Critterbot are both RL-Glue environments: the same agent program can run on either platform


----------------------------------------
--- Poster Content Ends Here
----------------------------------------


Further References
A full copy of the demo proposal that we sent to NIPS (including videos and photos) and the poster that we displayed is available on our website:
URL: http://glue.rl-community.org/nips-demo-2008
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